As modern social coding platforms such as GitHub and Stack Overflow become increasingly popular, their potential security risks increase as well (e.g., risky or malicious codes could be easily embedded and distributed). To enhance the social coding security, in this paper, we propose to automate cross-platform user identification between GitHub and Stack Overflow to combat the attackers who attempt to poison the modern software programming ecosystem. To solve this problem, an important insight brought by this work is to leverage social coding properties in addition to user attributes for cross-platform user identification. To depict users in GitHub and Stack Overflow (attached with attributed information), projects, questions and answers as well as the rich semantic relations among them, we first introduce an attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) for modeling. Then, we propose a novel AHIN representation learning model AHIN2Vec to efficiently learn node (i.e., user) representations in AHIN for cross-platform user identification. Comprehensive experiments on the data collections from GitHub and Stack Overflow are conducted to validate the effectiveness of our developed system iDev integrating our proposed method in cross-platform user identification by comparisons with other baselines.
Introduction
As computing devices and the Internet become increasingly ubiquitous, software has played a vital role in people's everyday lives. Recently, there has been an exponential growth in the number of software whose market has grown into a multi-billion dollars industry [Statista, 2018] . Unlike conventional software development ecosystem where developers significantly rely on code handbooks to create software from scratch, more and more software products are now created with the support from a highly interoperable and collaborative * Corresponding author: yanfang.ye@mail.wvu.edu social coding platforms consisting of social coding repositories (e.g., GitHub -the largest source code repository hosting more than 100 million software projects maintained by over 31 million registered developers [GitHub, 2019] ) and online programming discussion platforms (e.g., Stack Overflow -the largest online programming discussion platform with about 50 million visits each month [StackOverflow, 2018] ). Within this software programming ecosystem, developers can reuse code snippets and libraries or adapt existing ready-touse projects to expedite software development. However, the popularity and openness of such social coding environment not only attract developers to contribute legitimate codes but also attackers to disseminate malicious codes through readyto-use applications . For example, according to a recent study [Chen et al., 2016] , 117 potentially harmful libraries on Android scattered in GitHub were found to infect 98,308 Google Play apps, which contain risky behaviors such as stealthily recording audio and video. To maintain a safe and productive ecosystem against malicious attacks, GitHub provides a security bug bounty site for code vulnerability reporting [Ducklin, 2017] . Nevertheless, such security policy is limited and there still lacks a principled approach toward addressing those security-related concerns. For example, from a social engineering perspective, humans are generally thought to be the weakest link in the security chain -attackers could utilize the interplay between GitHub and Stack Overflow to poison the overall ecosystem of software development. Recent studies [Vasilescu et al., 2013; Silvestri et al., 2015; Baltes et al., 2017] have shown that the interplay between the development process in GitHub and Stack Overflow activities is more active than we had thought. That is, GitHub committers often ask/answer questions on Stack Overflow; meanwhile, they can also engage in Stack Overflow to provide their knowledge and codes to others. This observation has the subtle implication from a security point of view: attackers might deliberately post questions/answers on Stack Overflow to lure innocent users to download and embed malicious codes hosted in GitHub. As shown in Figure 1 : user "S***n" provides a risky RootShell library in GitHub which offers a root access to Android devices ( Figure 1 .(a)); to promote this code, the user with username "P***p" posts an answer thread in Stack Overflow, including the link directing into the RootShell library hosted in GitHub, to answer a question related to system file copy (Figure 1.(b) ). In such case, the questioner or other less experienced users may be directed into using the alleged solution without maintaining a healthy skepticism; once they reuse this library to generate the production software, the victim devices might be compromised (e.g., system operations being disrupted, or sensitive information being leaked). This finding implies the importance of cross-platform user identification to detect attackers who attempt to poison the modern software programming ecosystem. Given the large number of user accounts in the growing GitHub and Stack Overflow, it is simply impossible to manually link suspicious accounts for cross-platform user identification. Though some users in Stack Overflow do provide their GitHub links, this portion is very small (i.e., about 0.44% based on our data collections described in Section 3.1). To automate the process, unfortunately, there have been few works with the exception of [Silvestri et al., 2015] which merely used user attributes (e.g., user profiles) for identification. Therefore, to combat the attacks in modern software programming ecosystem and to enhance its security, it is highly desirable to develop novel methodologies that can automate cross-platform user identification between GitHub and Stack Overflow.
To address the above challenges, an important insight brought by this work is to leverage social coding properties in addition to user attributes for cross-platform user identification. As social coding platforms, both GitHub and Stack Overflow are characterized by user activities and communications, i.e., a rich source of heterogeneous information are available including users, projects, questions, answers, and their semantic relations. To utilize such social coding properties and user attributes, in this paper, we first introduce an attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) for modeling. Then, we propose AHIN2Vec to efficiently learn node (i.e., user) representations in AHIN for cross-platform user identification. We develop a system called iDev (shown in Figure 2 ) which integrates our proposed method for cross-platform user identification between GitHub and Stack Overflow. iDev has the following merits:
• It introduces AHIN as an abstract representation of GitHub and Stack Overflow data for the first time.
• It presents a novel yet elegant AHIN embedding model (i.e., AHIN2Vec) to efficiently learn low-dimensional representations for nodes (i.e., users) in AHIN.
• Comprehensive experimental studies demonstrate the performance of iDev in cross-platform user identification for enhancing social coding security.
Proposed Method
In this section, we introduce the proposed method integrated in iDev for cross-platform user identification in detail.
Feature Extraction
User Attributed Features. To fingerprint a user, we consider both his/her profile information and posted text content. In GitHub and Stack Overflow, user profile plays an important role in resolving his/her identity. Thus, we extract three kinds of features from user profile to depict each user: username, location and contact information (e.g., email address, twitter account). Note that, for username, we first apply standard string matching techniques to measure the similarity of two usernames; if their similarity is greater than a user-specific threshold, we regard these two usernames as the same (e.g., "D**Tomas" and "D**T0mas"). Then, we apply one-hot encoding to convert the extracted features to a binary feature vector. To obtain better user representations, for GitHub user, we further consider the description of each project he/she creates; for Stack Overflow user, we consider his/her posted questions and answers. To deal with such text content, we propose to exploit doc2vec [Le and Mikolov, 2014 ] to convert each text of variant size into a fixed-length feature vector (i.e., we empirically set it as 100). Accordingly, we concatenate these two feature vectors to form an attributed feature vector for each user.
Social Coding Properties. To comprehensively depict users in GitHub and Stack Overflow, we not only utilize the above attributed features, but consider the rich social coding properties among them including: (1) GitHub relations: i) R1: the user-create-project relation describes whether a GitHub user creates a project; ii) R2: user-star-project relation means a user stars a project, denoting his/her interest to keep track of the project; iii) R3: user-fork-project relation denotes a user either proposes changes to someone else's project or uses someone else's project as a starting point for his/her own idea; iv) R4: the user-contribute-project relation describes if a user contributes to a project. (2) Stack Overflow relations: the user-post-question relation (R5) and the usersupply-answer relation (R6) denote if a user posts a question or supplies an answer respectively; to denote the Q&A relationship, we build the answer-echo-question relation (R7) to indicate if an answer responds (i.e., echoes) to a particular question. (3) Cross-platform relations: a question or answer thread may have a link directing into a GitHub project, we accordingly extract the question-link-project relation (R8) and the answer-link-project relation (R9) for representations.
AHIN Construction
Though heterogeneous information network (HIN) [Sun et al., 2011] has shown the success of modeling different types of entities and relations, it has limited capability of modeling additional attributes attached to entities. To solve this problem, we present attributed HIN (AHIN) for modeling. Definition 1 Attributed Heterogeneous Information Network (AHIN) . Let T = {T 1 , ..., T m } be a set of m entity types. For each entity type T i , let X i be the set of entities of type T i and A i be the set of attributes defined for entities of type T i . An entity x j of type T i is associated with an attribute vector f j = (f j1 , f j2 , ..., f j|Ai| ). An AHIN is defined by a graph G = (V, E, A) with an entity type mapping φ: V → T and a relation type mapping ψ: E → R, where V = m i=1 X i denotes the entity set and E is the relation set, T denotes the entity type set and R is the relation type set, A = m i=1 A i , and the number of entity types |T | > 1 or the number of relation types |R| > 1. The network schema for an AHIN G, denoted by T G = (T , R), is a graph with nodes as entity types from T and edges as relation types from R.
For our case, we have five types of entities and nine types of relations among them while nodes with entity type of user are further attached with an extracted feature vector representing its associated attributes. Based on the definition above, the network schema for AHIN in our application is shown in Figure 3 .(a). To formulate the higher-order relationships among entities, the concept of meta-path [Sun et al., 2011] has been proposed: a meta-path P is a path defined on the network schema T G = (A, R), and is denoted in the form of
, where · denotes relation composition operator, and L is the length of P. In our application, we design ten meaningful meta-paths (i.e., PID1-PID10 shown in Figure 3.(b) ) to jointly characterize the relatedness between two users in GitHub and Stack Overflow from different views. 
AHIN2Vec
Given an AHIN G = (V, E, A), the AHIN representation learning [Dong et al., 2017] task is to learn a func-
|V| that are capable of preserving both structural and semantic relations among them. Although many network embedding methods [Perozzi et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2017; Fu et al., 2017] have been proposed recently, few of them deal with node embeddings in AHIN. Here, we propose a novel AHIN embedding model AHIN2Vec to learn node representations: we first map the constructed AHIN to a multi-view network consisting of a set of single-view attributed graphs; we then efficiently fuse such single-view graphs into an unified attributed graph via subspace analysis on Grassmann manifolds; afterwards, we propose a graph auto-encoder model to learn user embeddings for cross-platform user identification.
Multi-view network built from AHIN. We first define a multi-view network [Shi et al., 2018] 
, A) consisting of a set V of nodes and M views, where E i consists of all edges in view i ∈ {1, ..., M }. If a multi-view network is weighted, then there exists a weight mapping w :
is the weight of the edge e i vv ∈ E i , which joints nodes v ∈ V and v ∈ V in view i ∈ {1, ..., M }. Based on this definition, we then map the constructed AHIN to a multi-view network consisting of a set of single-view attributed graphs encoding the relatedness over users depicted by different meta-paths. More specifically, given an AHIN G = (V, E, A) and M metapaths, a multi-view network with M single-view attributed graphs
is built where the i-th view graph is generated based on meta-path P i (i = {1, ..., M }). These single-view attributed graphs depict different kinds of interactions among users, which can reflect different-views of user representations. In our case, each node in G i denotes a user in GitHub or Stack Overflow and an edge between two users denotes if they can be connected under meta-path PIDi. The user feature matrix X in G i can be represented as:
where N is the number of users in GitHub and Stack Overflow, ⊕ is the concatenation operator, u i ∈ R f is the fdimensional attributed feature vector for the i-th user. Fusing multiple single-view attributed graphs. Given a multi-view network with M single-view attributed graph G i (i = {1, ..., M }), we aim to effectively fuse them into an unified graph via a two-phase procedure: representing each single-view graph in an individual subspace and then combining the multiple subspaces to generate an unified space.
Let A i and D i be the adjacency matrix and degree matrix of i-th view graph respectively, inspired by the spectral clustering [Ng et al., 2002] , we map i-th view graph into a subspace via solving the following trace minimization problem:
where
is the normalized graph Laplacian; U i contains the first k eigenvectors (corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues) of L i . This optimization problem can be solved by the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [Von Luxburg, 2007] . By adopting the above spectral embedding, we can define a meaningful subspace representation for each single-view graph. Then, to effectively make a combination of the learned multiple subspaces, following [Dong et al., 2014] , we propose to find a representative subspace that is close to all the individual subspaces and its representation U preserves the information about node connectivity in each single-view graph. Based on Grassmann manifold theory, the projection distance between two subspaces can be defined as a set of principal angles {θ i } k i=1 between these subspaces:
Accordingly, the projection distance between the target representative subspace U and the M individual subspaces
is calculated as:
Minimization of Eq. (4) enforces the representative subspace to be close to all the individual subspaces. Further, to preserve the node connectivity in each single-view graph, we minimize the Laplacian quadratic form in Eq. (2). Finally, we solve the following optimization problem to fuse multiple subspaces:
subject to U T U = I, where α is a regularization parameter that balances the trade-off between the two terms. By ignoring constant terms and rearranging the trace form, we have:
As stated before, this trace minimization problem can be solved by Rayleigh-Ritz theorem with a modified Laplacian:
Graph auto-encoder. In order to learn robust node embeddings for the fused attributed graph, we propose to exploit the graph auto-encoder model [Kipf and Welling, 2016b] which consists of an encoder aiming at encoding graph data to a compact representation, and a decoder to reconstruct the topological graph information from such representation. Encoder: Since graph convolutional network (GCN) has shown its power to capture the graph topological structure and the node attributed features [Kipf and Welling, 2016a], we employ GCN as an encoder to learn a latent representation. Let A ∈ R N ×N be the adjacency matrix generated from L mod and X is the user feature matrix. Following the idea of GCN, the convolutional layer:
whereÃ is a symmetric normalization of A with self-loop, i.e.Ã =D
Here I is the identity matrix andD is the diagonal node degree matrix ofÂ. The Z l and W l denote the l-th hidden layer and the layer-specific parameters, Z 0 = X and σ denotes an activation function, such as the ReLU(·) = max(0, ·). In this paper, we employ a two-layer GCN as encoder:
Decoder: The decoder model is used to reconstruct graph topological structure A. More specifically, we train a decoder to predict whether there is a link between two nodes based on the graph embedding learned from encoder:
where σ(x) = 1/(1 + e x ) is a sigmoid function. Optimization: Based on the description above, we minimize the reconstruction error as following:
We then perform stochastic gradient descent for training. Algorithm 1 illustrates our proposed AHIN representation learning model AHIN2Vec. After employing AHIN2Vec, we apply average pooling on each pair of GitHub and Stack Overflow user embeddings, which are then fed to the classifier (i.e., we employ support vector machine (SVM) in our application) for cross-platform user identification.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we fully evaluate the performance of our developed system iDev by comparisons with other baselines.
Algorithm 1: AHIN2Vec.
: meta-paths, α: regularization parameter; T : the number of iterations. Output: Z: node representations for AHIN.
Generate single-view graph G i based on P i ; Learn the subspace representation U i for G i via solving Eq. (2); end Compute the merged Laplacian L mod using Eq. (7);
Generate latent representations Z through Eq. (9); Update the graph auto-encoder with its stochastic gradient by Eq. (12); end Return Z;
Data Collection
We collect the data from GitHub and Stack Overflow. For Stack Overflow, we collect its public data dump [StackExchange, 2019 ] including 9,737,249 users; for those Stack Overflow users who provide the GitHub links in their profiles (i.e., 42,840 users), we develop a set of crawling tools to further obtain the related information in GitHub. We obtain the ground-truth under a pseudo setting: we first randomly subsample 10% Stack Overflow users who provides GitHub links (i.e., 4,284 users) and regard these 4,284 user pairs as positive examples, then randomly match each Stack Overflow user to a GitHub user to generate 4,284 negative examples. In this pseudo setting, the contact information attached to each user is set as null. Based on the extracted features and designed network schema, the constructed AHIN has 25,875 nodes (i.e., 4,284 nodes with type of GitHub user, 4,864 nodes with type of project, 4,284 nodes with type of Stack Overflow user, 2,184 nodes with type of question, and 10,259 with type of answer) and 75,824 edges including relations of R1-R9. In the following experiments, we use accuracy (i.e., ACC) and F1 measure for evaluations.
Baseline Methods
We validate the performance of our proposed method for cross-platform user identification in GitHub and Stack Overflow by comparisons with different groups of baseline methods. First, we evaluate different types of features:
• User Attributes. This category only considers the extracted user attributed features described in Section 2.1, denoted as f-1; • Different AHIN-based Features. This type of features augment user attributes with the AHIN-based relations in three different ways: (1) f-2 concatenates user attributes and relations represented by the best performed single-view graph; (2) f-3 concatenates user attributes and relations represented by simply merging the edges of ten different single-view graphs; and (3) f-4 concatenates user attributes and relations which are formulated by employing our proposed fusion method to merge different single-view graphs into an unified one.
Second, we evaluate our proposed AHIN embedding method AHIN2Vec by comparisons with following baselines.
• DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014] learns node vectors by capturing node pairs within w-hop neighborhood via uniform random walks in the network.
• LINE [Tang et al., 2015] learns embeddings by preserving first and second order proximities between nodes.
• metapath2vec [Dong et al., 2017] embeds the semantic information based on a single meta-path.
• HIN2Vec [Fu et al., 2017] learns embeddings to capture rich relation semantics in HIN via a neural network.
For DeepWalk and LINE, we ignore the heterogeneous property and directly feed the network for embedding. Note that, since all baselines are incapable of dealing with attributed features attached to the nodes (i.e., users), here we simply concatenate the node embedding learned by each method with the user attributed feature vector to represent a user. In our method, we train graph auto-encoder as suggested in [Kipf and Welling, 2016b] . To facilitate the comparisons, we use the experimental procedure as in [Perozzi et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2017] : we set vector dimension d = 200 and randomly select a portion of data (ranging from 10% to 90%) for training and the remaining one for testing.
Comparisons and Analysis
Based on our data collection, we show the comparison results for all the baseline methods introduced above for crossplatform user identification. We first evaluate the performance of different types of features using ten-fold cross validations. From Table 1 , we can observe that different features show different performances: (1) feature engineering (f-2, f-3 and f-4) helps the performance of machine learning since the rich semantics encoded in AHIN-based relations can bring more information; (2) two augmented features formulated from the merged graphs (f-3 and f-4) outperform f-2 using user relations extracted from a single-view graph; further, the proposed method to fuse different single-views (f-4) indeed performs better than the simple graph merging (f-3); (3) our proposed method achieves the best result. The reason behind this is that iDev leverages user attributes and AHIN-based relations in an expressive and comprehensive way, which is more informative than the simple augmented features.
Metric
Attrs We also show the comparisons in Table 2 for different network embedding models. From the results, we can see that our proposed AHIN2Vec outperforms all baselines in terms of ACC and F1. That is to say, AHIN2Vec learns significantly Proceedings of the Twenty-Eighth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence better node (i.e., user) representations in AHIN than current state-of-the-art methods. The success of AHIN2Vec lies in: (1) the proper consideration and accommodation of the heterogeneous property of AHIN (i.e., the multiple types of nodes and relations), (2) the advantage of graph auto-encoder to incorporate both graph structure and node attributes for representation learning. 

Parameter Sensitivity and Scalability
In this set, we first conduct parameter sensitivity analysis of how different choices of dimension d will affect the performance of iDev in cross-platform user identification by tenfold cross validations. As shown in Figure 4 .(a), iDev is not strictly sensitive to dimension d and is able to reach high performance under a cost-effective parameter choice. For scalability, we further evaluate the running time of iDev with different sizes of the dataset. 
Case Studies
To better understand and gain deeper insights into the security-related risks of modern social coding ecosystem, we further apply our developed system iDev for cross-platform user identification in the wild. For the identified user pairs, we sample 565 pairs and validate them using conclusive evidences. Among these 565 pairs, 502 pairs (88.85%) are with high confidence that they are the same individuals and 15 pairs are uncertain (2.65%). For example, one of our identified user pairs "a***2" in GitHub and "a***r" in Stack Overflow have different usernames, locations and contact information; meanwhile the user profile in Stack Overflow doesn't provide GitHub link. However, "a***r" in Stack Overflow posts a question linking into a GitHub project which offers OTA updater for unofficial ROMs created by "a***2". After further investigation, we find that these two users are the same one in developing this GitHub project. The studies based on the identified user pairs could help understand and thus prevent the dissemination of risky or malicious codes cross different social coding platforms.
Related Work
There have been many works on enhancing code security such as malicious code detection [Ye et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2018; . With the popularity of social coding platforms, there have been several studies on the interplay between GitHub and Stack Overflow [Vasilescu et al., 2013; Silvestri et al., 2015; Baltes et al., 2017] . Though the results are promising, most of them fail to consider the social coding properties in solving their problems. Different from the existing works, in this paper, to conduct crossplatform user identification, we propose to utilize not only user attributes, but also various kinds of relationships among users, projects, questions and answers. HIN has shown the success of modeling different types of entities and relations [Sun et al., 2011] , but it has limited capability of modeling additional attributes attached to entities. To tackle this challenge, AHIN is proposed for representation . To better address representation learning for HIN, many efficient network embedding methods have been proposed such as metapath2vec [Dong et al., 2017] , HIN2vec [Fu et al., 2017] . However, these models are unable to deal with the attributed information associated with the entity. To address this issue, we propose AHIN2Vec to learn the desirable node representations in AHIN.
Conclusion
We develop a system named iDev to automate cross-platform user identification between GitHub and Stack Overflow. In iDev, to depict a rich source of heterogeneous information and user attributes, we present a structural AHIN for representation and use a meta-path based approach to characterize the semantic relatedness over users. To efficiently learn node representations in AHIN, we propose a novel AHIN embedding model AHIN2Vec which first maps the constructed AHIN to a multi-view network, then applies subspace analysis to obtain an unified attributed graph and later exploits graph auto-encoder to learn the node embeddings. After that, we apply average pooling on each pair of GitHub and Stack Overflow user embeddings which are then fed to the classifier for cross-platform user identification. The promising experimental results on the collected datasets demonstrate that iDev outperforms other baseline methods.
